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Technology is advancing every day
and the data we produce amounts to
more than 2.5 Billion GB per day.
About 42% of all businesses in the EU
shut down due to data loss.

Hardrive failure is the most common cause
for data loss in 80% of businesses. It can
be caused by mechanical, electronic or
firmware failures. Many human made virus
have damaged millions of PC’s and affected data centers. Fire, Natural disasters,
radiation, theft etc are the other causes.

Manual Backup of data is unaffordable
due to limitations in human resources
and lack of time in both small and
large businesses alike.

Dewdrive is the clean, simple and fast backup service you will ever need.
Unique features of Dewdrive makes it stand out from its competitors.
Out Software and servers are programmed for data protection and
managing business globally without compromising on speed.
Dewdrive backups all file formats with no size limit.
You can continue working on your system with no
interruptions while dewdrive carefully backups all
your important files.
The bandwidth to be used for backup is very flexible
and you can set it from 1kb/s to your maximum
available speed. Both upload and download speeds
can be modulated from the user friendly setting
panel.
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Features
Dewdrive has multiple extra features making it the fastest and most
versatile backup service.

Work Together
Two or more people are
able to work on a single
file at the same time
without conflicts.

Hackproof
File Blind Tech, with 256 bit AES
encryption. Turn off encryption
for fast upload.

Self heal
if an unexpected error occurs,
Dewdrive is able to repair its
own software without
affecting your files.

Unlimited Size
Upload and share large
HD files.

Ver.
Version Control
30 versions of any
single file.

Automatic Backup
No interruption to work. Runs
reat-time as a silent backgroud
process.
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Work on-the-go
Access files from all devices.
Share and work on the same file
simultaneously.

Pure and Untouched
All files left intact.
No compression.
No modification.

LAN transfer
Share files instantaneously in
the same local network.
Internet connectivity not
required.

Search

Central Drive

Quick search availble
through online portal to
find any file by name.

Sync and access all files from an
online virtual folder. Store and
share templates to all office
computers.

Multiple Offices
Change the way you share files.
Simply Drag & Drop to share files
between multiple offices.

Deleted files
Priority Sync
Large volumes to sync double-click any single file to
prioritise and download it
instantly.

If you delete files by mistake,
deleted files are available for
restore 30 days after deletion.

